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ABSTRACT

Probability propagation is an important task used in logic network analysis, which propagates signal probabilities from its primary inputs to its primary outputs. It has many applications such as power estimation, reliability analysis, and error analysis for approximate circuits. Existing methods for the task can be divided into two categories: simulation-based and probability-based methods. However, most of them suffer from low accuracy or bad scalability. In this work, we propose ASPPLN, a method for accelerated symbolic probability propagation in logic network, which has a linear complexity with the network size. We first introduce a new definition in a graph called redundant input and take advantage of it to simplify the propagation process without losing accuracy. Then, a technique called symbol limitation is proposed to limit the complexity of each node’s propagation according to the partial probability significances of the symbols. The experimental results showed that compared to the existing methods, ASPPLN improves the estimation accuracy of switching activity by up to 24.70%, while it also has a speedup of up to 29×.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Probability propagation is an important problem in logic network analysis. Given the signal probabilities at the primary inputs (PIs) of a logic network, it derives the signal probability of each node in the network by a propagation through the network. It is a key problem in many analysis tasks of digital circuits. For example, the estimation of the dynamic power of a digital circuit mainly relies on the computation of the switching activity for each gate in it, which is the probability of signal toggling at the gate’s output [1]; the reliability analysis of a digital circuit depends on the estimation of the probability of the correct function at its primary outputs (POs) [2]; additionally, computation of each node’s probability to be a 1 in a logic network is often needed in the design of approximate circuits for managing the error [3, 4]. Thus, it is crucial to develop an efficient and accurate probability propagation method.

Many different methods have been proposed to propagate the probabilities in a logic network. They can be divided into two major categories: simulation-based and probability-based methods [1]. Simulation-based methods simulate a logic network with random bit vectors at PIs, which are then propagated to the POs. Probabilities of each node in the network can be derived from its propagated bit vector. However, its accuracy heavily depends on the length of the input bit vectors: when a higher accuracy is in demand, longer input bit vectors are required and hence, the method is more time-consuming [5].

On the other hand, the probability-based methods directly propagate the user-specified probabilities at the PIs to the POs through the logic network, which are more efficient [1, 6, 7]. However, signal correlations caused by the reconvergent paths in the circuit are ignored during the direct probability propagation, which is the key drawback of this method and can often lead to a low accuracy [8]. To solve this problem, Krishnaswamy et al. proposed a non-symbolic method based on the probabilistic transfer matrix to estimate POs’ error probabilities exactly [9]. More generally, a symbolic method was proposed to propagate the symbolic probability through each node in [10], which can totally solve the signal correlation issue. Unfortunately, these exact approaches are intractable for large circuits due to their exponentially growing runtime and memory requirement. Some other works proposed approximation techniques for exact symbolic approaches at a trade-off between the runtime and the accuracy [8, 11]. However, most of their runtime is unpredictable due to their dependency on some special structures in logic networks. In addition, the approximate technique in [8] is too aggressive, leading to a great reduction in accuracy.

In this paper, oriented at the symbolic technique for probability propagation, we propose ASPPLN, a method for accelerated symbolic probability propagation in logic network. ASPPLN is based on a basic operation called elimination, which substitutes a symbol in a symbolic function by its probability. For acceleration, we first introduce an accuracy-lossless elimination method by identifying a special set of inputs call redundant inputs. Then, to further control the complexity of each node’s symbolic probability propagation, we propose a new metric called partial probability significance (PPS) for each symbol appearing in the propagation, and eliminate the symbols with lower PPSs. The complexity of ASPPLN is linear to the network size and independent of the network structure, while the accuracy reduction is small due to the use of PPS. The experimental results showed that compared to the existing methods, ASPPLN improves the estimation accuracy of switching activity by up to 24.70%, while it also has a speedup of up to 29×.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminaries and the related works. Section 3 presents our proposed methodology. Section 4 shows the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORKS

This section discusses the preliminaries and the related works.

2.1 Probabilities in Logic Network

In the probability propagation of logic networks, there are two types of probabilities to be estimated for each node [10].

The first type is the static probability, which is defined as the probability of a node’s output to be 1. In the propagation of static probabilities, each node’s static probability can be derived by propagating the given static probability of each PI through the logic network. Its applications include reliability analysis and error analysis for approximate computing. Typically, the static probability of each PI is set as 0.5 and regarded as independent.

The second type is the transition probability, which represents the probabilities of four transition events at each node, i.e., \(0 \rightarrow 0\), \(0 \rightarrow 1\), \(1 \rightarrow 0\), and \(1 \rightarrow 1\), where \(x \rightarrow y\) represents a transition from the logic value \(x\) to the logic value \(y\). Its typical application is dynamic power estimation. Note that the transition events \(0 \rightarrow 0\) and \(1 \rightarrow 1\) are two special cases without the change of values, but they are needed in the applications of transition probability.

For transition probability propagation, each PI is given with its four transition probabilities and then the transition probabilities of each node are derived after propagation. Each PI’s four transition probabilities are often set independently as four 0.25s.

2.2 Exact Symbolic Probability Propagation

In [12], an exact symbolic propagation method for static probability was proposed. Each node \(n_i\) is associated with 4 attributes:

(1) The static probability value of the node, denoted as \(n_i.Prob\). In the following, we will call it the probability of the node for short.

(2) The symbol representing the static probability of the node, denoted as \(n_i.Symb\). In the following, for simplicity, we will call it symbol of the node. We will also refer to the symbol of \(n_i\) as \(s_i\).

(3) The global symbolic probability function, denoted as \(n_i.gFunc\). It is a symbolic expression on the static symbolic probability function of the node in terms of the symbols of the PIs of the network. In the following, for simplicity, we will also refer to the global symbolic probability function of \(n_i\) as \(F_i\).

(4) The local symbolic probability function, denoted as \(n_i.lFunc\). It is a symbolic expression on the static probability of the node in terms of the symbols of the fanins of the node, which can be derived directly according to the logic function of the node. In the following, for simplicity, we will also refer to the local symbolic probability function of \(n_i\) as \(f_i\).

The symbolic probability propagation is actually to compute each node’s global symbolic probability function. The propagation method relies on an important definition below [8].

**Definition 1.** Given a symbolic function \(f(s_1, \cdots, s_m)\), its **super expression** \(\text{supexp}(f)\) is defined as a new symbolic function by replacing each term \(s_i^p\) \((p > 1)\) with \(s_i\).

Actually, the existence of a power term of a symbol \(s_i\) with degree more than 1 (i.e., \(s_i^p\) with \(p > 1\)) indicates signal correlation, caused by the reconvergent paths from the node corresponding to the symbol \(s_i\) [12]. By the \(\text{supexp}\) operation, the effect of the signal correlation is eliminated. Note that there are two kinds of signal correlation, spatial correlation and temporal correlation. Their difference is that the former does not consider the delay of logic gates during propagation, while the latter does [8]. In this paper, we only focus on the spatial correlation, but it is easy to extend our method to handle the temporal correlation as [8] does.

The key step of the symbolic probability propagation method in [12] is to propagate the global symbolic probability functions from the fanins of a node to its output. To achieve this, for a node \(n_i\) with two fanins \(n_j\) and \(n_k\), the method first substitutes the global symbolic probability functions of \(n_j\) and \(n_k\) into the local symbolic probability function of \(n_i\), deriving a new symbolic probability function called **pseudo global symbolic probability function**, and then applies the \(\text{supexp}\) operation to it to obtain the global symbolic probability function of \(n_i\). The step can be expressed as:

\[
F_i = \text{supexp}(f_i(s_j = F_j, s_k = F_k)).
\] (1)

Fig. 1 shows an example of propagating the symbolic probability functions in a logic network, which shows the symbol \(s_i\), the local symbolic probability function \(f_i\), and the global symbolic probability function \(F_i\) of each node. Note that each internal node’s global symbolic probability function is derived by Eq. (1). For example, the pseudo global symbolic probability function of node 6 is \(F_6(s_2, s_4 = F_4) = s_1s_2^2\) and its final global symbolic probability function is \(F_6 = \text{supexp}(s_1s_2^2) = s_1s_2\). After obtaining each node’s global symbolic probability function \(F_i\), the probability of each node can be derived by substituting the probability of each PI into \(F_i\).

![Figure 1: An example of exact symbolic probability propagation.](image)

We note that the above exact symbolic static probability propagation method can be easily extended to handle transition probabilities by allocating each node with four symbols, four local symbolic probability functions, and four global symbolic probability functions for representing the four transition events [8].
3.1 Overview

The exact symbolic probability propagation method described in Section 2.2 is intractable for a large network, since the number of product terms in a global symbolic probability function grows exponentially with the network size. Instead, ASPPLN conducts a depth-limited symbolic probability propagation, i.e., computing the global symbolic probability function of each node in a sub-network, similar to [8]. A sub-network is built for each node in the input network by a reverse depth-first search (DFS) from node to a depth limit and then collecting the visited nodes. In the following, we will simply refer to it as the sub-network of node.

However, even though the symbolic probability propagation is conducted only within the sub-network of a node, the computation of the global symbolic probability functions of some nodes may still be time-consuming when the number of the inputs of a sub-network is large. In ASPPLN, we take advantage of a basic operation called elimination, i.e., substituting the probability values of some inputs into a global symbolic probability function to simplify it. In other words, we eliminate some input symbols in the global symbolic probability function of a node instead of preserving them until the propagation reaches the output node of a sub-network. However, eliminating random symbols at random nodes of a sub-network may lead to a relatively large reduction in the final accuracy of the computed probability at the output node. Thus, this calls for a study on a good strategy on symbol elimination. In the following, we propose two methods for symbol elimination. The first one gives an elimination strategy that does not introduce any accuracy loss in a sub-network, which will be described in detail in Section 3.2. However, only applying this method can still be time-consuming. Therefore, we propose another method that eliminates the symbols at the cost of some accuracy loss, which will be described in detail in Section 3.3. The entire ASPPLN flow will be presented in Section 3.4.

3.2 Accuracy-lossless Symbol Elimination Method

This section presents an accuracy-lossless symbol elimination method. It is applied to the sub-network of each node. Thus, the following discussion is restricted to a sub-network. For a sub-network of node, we regard that it has a single output, which is node. The basic idea is to find a set of input symbols such that each node in a sub-network such that their removal will not lead to an accuracy loss. Note that in the symbolic probability propagation within a sub-network, the global symbolic probability function of each node in the sub-network is only expressed as a function of the input symbols of the sub-network.

We first give the following definition.

**Definition 3.** In a sub-network $G = (V, E)$ of a node, a node $v \in V$ is a final absolute dominator of a node $u \in V$, if $v$ is an absolute dominator of $u$ of the sub-network and $v$ has only one path to the output $n$ of $G$, that is, there is no reconvergent path starting from $v$.

For example, consider a sub-network of node shown in Fig. 2(a). Node 4 is a final absolute dominator of node 1.

The following theorem shows that we can exploit final absolute dominator to simplify the global symbolic probability function.

3.3 Accuracy-lossy Symbol Elimination Method

This section presents an accuracy-lossy symbol elimination method. It is applied to the sub-network of each node. Thus, the following discussion is restricted to a sub-network. For a sub-network of node, we regard that it has a single output, which is node. The basic idea is to find a set of input symbols such that each node in a sub-network such that their removal will not lead to an accuracy loss. Note that in the symbolic probability propagation within a sub-network, the global symbolic probability function of each node in the sub-network is only expressed as a function of the input symbols of the sub-network.

We first give the following definition.

**Definition 4.** In a sub-network $G = (V, E)$ of a node, a node $v \in V$ is a final absolute dominator of a node $u \in V$, if $v$ is an absolute dominator of $u$ of the sub-network and $v$ has only one path to the output $n$ of $G$, that is, there is no reconvergent path starting from $v$.

For example, consider a sub-network of node shown in Fig. 2(a). Node 4 is a final absolute dominator of node 1.

The following theorem shows that we can exploit final absolute dominator to simplify the global symbolic probability function.
Algorithm 1: The procedure GetRedunInputs for obtaining all the redundant inputs for each node in a sub-network.

**Input:** A network Ntk with a single output Ntk.Root.

**Output:** A new single-output network updated with all redundant inputs of each node.

```plaintext
1 // initialize
2 foreach node v of Ntk do
3   v.nPath ← ∅; v.Flow ← ∅; v.vDom ← ∅;
4 // derive each node's number of paths to the output node
5 Ntk.Root.nPath ← 1;
6 foreach node v of Ntk except Ntk.Root in reverse topological order do
7   foreach fanout node w of v do
8     v.nPath ← w.nPath + v.nPath;
9 // obtain each node's redundant inputs vDom
10 foreach Pl i of Ntk do i.Flow[1] ← 1;
11 foreach node v of Ntk in topological order do
12   // update v's Flow
13   // update v's Flow
14   foreach fanin node fi of v do
15     foreach key k of v.Flow do
16       if key k is not in v.Flow then
17         add key k into v.Flow; v.Flow[k] ← 0;
18       else v.Flow[k] ← v.Flow[k] + fi.Flow[k];
19       // when v's redundant inputs
20       foreach key k of v.Flow do
21         if v.Flow[k] = 1 and v.nPath = 1 then
22           v.vDom.push(k);
23 return Ntk;
```

(3) v.vDom: It is a vector storing all redundant inputs of v.

Lines 5–8 process each node v in a reverse topological order to update its member nPath by adding up the members nPath of its fanout nodes. An example of this step is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the member nPath of each node is shown by the green number below it. For example, the member nPath of node 5 is obtained by summing those of nodes 6 and 7, which gives 2.

In the remaining part of the algorithm, it obtains all redundant inputs vDom of each node by working on the member Flow. Initially, Line 10 assigns each input of the sub-network with an input flow of 1. Then, for each node of the sub-network in a topological order, its member Flow is updated. Lines 13–17 show the update rule for a node v. The rule basically sets the set of keys in v.Flow as the union of the sets of source inputs of all fanin nodes of v. For each key k in v.Flow, the associated value v.Flow[k] is given by the sum of the flows propagated from the input k through each fanin fi of v. Note that the flow propagated through a fanin fi to v is calculated as fi.Flow[k] divided by the fanout number of fi, denoted as fi.Fo. This means that an input flow to a node is evenly distributed over its fanouts.

**Example 1.** In Fig. 2(a), the obtained member Flow of each node is shown above it. For example, node 6 has three source inputs, nodes 1, 2, and 3, which propagate flows of 1, 1, and 0.5 to node 6, respectively. Among them, the flow from node 2 is calculated as the sum of the flows from node 2 to node 6 via nodes 2 and 4 divided by their corresponding numbers of fanouts, i.e., 1/2 + 0.5/1 = 1.

After the member Flow of node v is obtained, Line 19 checks all source inputs of v. If a source input propagates a flow of 1 to v,
then \( v \) is actually an absolute dominator of the input. The reason is that the flow of 1 guarantees that all paths starting from the source input reconverge at node \( v \). Furthermore, if node \( v \) has only one path to the output of the sub-network, the source input is a redundant input of node \( v \), which is then added into \( v \). \( v \) Dom (see Line 21). Fig. 2(b) shows the member \( v \) Dom of each node.

3.3 Accuracy-lossy Symbol Elimination Method

Although the redundant inputs can be exploited to simplify the symbolic propagation, they may not exist for some nodes due to the structure constraint of a sub-network. For example, as shown in Fig. 2(b), node 5 in Fig. 2(a) has no redundant inputs, since it has more than one path to the output of the sub-network. For those nodes without redundant inputs, we have no chance to simplify their global symbolic probability functions, which may lead to a high complexity of symbolic propagation for later nodes.

To better control the runtime of the computation of each node’s global symbolic probability function, we first study the root reason for the high computation complexity. The symbolic propagation at each node actually consists of some multiplications and additions over symbolic functions, whose computation complexity is proportional to the number of product terms in the obtained symbolic function. Since in our symbolic propagation, each node’s global symbolic probability function has no power terms with degree more than 1, thus, for a symbolic function with \( n \) symbols, it has \( 2^n \) product terms in the worst case.

Given the above observation, we propose a basic acceleration technique called symbol limitation, which is an accuracy-lossy symbol elimination method. Specifically, when computing the global symbolic probability function of a node, this technique eliminates some symbols in the global symbolic probability functions of its fanins before substitution, such that the number of symbols in the symbolic function after substitution is no more than a given bound. For better selecting symbols to be eliminated, we propose a metric called partial probability significance (PPS). It is defined w.r.t. a symbol \( s \) and a node \( v \) in a sub-network. It measures the influence to the probability of the output node of the sub-network when symbol \( s \) is eliminated from the global symbolic probability functions of the fanins of node \( v \) before substitution. In some sense, PPS can capture the influence to the accuracy of eliminating a symbol in a sub-network.

To compute the PPS w.r.t. a symbol \( s \) and a node \( v \) in a sub-network, we conduct two rounds of symbolic propagation in the sub-network. However, instead of preserving all input symbols of the sub-network at each node, we only preserve symbol \( s \) during the propagation and substitute symbols of the other inputs with their corresponding probabilities. We call this special propagation a partial symbolic propagation. In the first round, we do a partial symbolic propagation with regard to symbol \( s \), after which the symbolic function of the sub-network’s output node is expressed only in symbol \( s \). Then, we eliminate symbol \( s \) from the output node’s symbolic function and derive a value denoted as \( PPS_1 \). In the second round, another partial symbolic propagation is conducted in the sub-network with regard to symbol \( s \), in which we substitute the probability of symbol \( s \) into the symbolic functions of the fanins of node \( v \) before propagating them to \( v \). Similarly, we derive another value by eliminating symbol \( s \) from the output node’s symbolic function, denoted as \( PPS_6 \). Finally, the PPS w.r.t. symbol \( s \) and node \( v \) is calculated as \( |PPS_1 - PPS_6| \).

Example 2. Fig. 3(a) (resp. Fig. 3(b)) shows the partial symbolic propagation for computing \( PPS_1 \) (resp. \( PPS_6 \)) w.r.t. symbol \( s_2 \) and node 6 in the sub-network shown in Fig. 2(a). Table 1 lists the symbol and local symbolic probability function of each node and the probability of each input. Initially, the symbolic functions of all input nodes other than node 2 is set as their corresponding probabilities. Each node’s symbolic function is derived as an expression of symbol \( s_2 \) or a constant after the partial symbolic propagation, which is shown above each node. For example, for computing the symbolic function of node 6 in Fig. 3(b), we first substitute the probability of node 2 into the symbolic functions of nodes 4, 2, and 5, which gives 0.2 + 0.6 \cdot 0.5 = 0.5, 0.5, and 0.5, respectively. Then, these values are substituted into node 6’s local symbolic probability function to derive its symbolic function, which gives 0.5 \cdot 0.5 \cdot 0.5 = 0.125. Then, \( PPS_1 \) (resp. \( PPS_6 \)) is derived by substituting the probability of node 2 into the symbolic function of node 7 shown in Fig. 3(a) (resp. Fig. 3(b)), which gives 0.5+0.2 \cdot 0.5 = 0.6 (resp. 0.5625). Finally, the PPS w.r.t. symbol \( s_2 \) and node 6 equals [0.6 – 0.5625] = 0.0375.

![Figure 3: An example of the partial symbolic propagation for computing (a) PPS_1 (b) PPS_6, w.r.t. symbol s2 and node 6.](image)

Table 1: The symbol and local probability function of each node, and the probability of each input in the sub-network of Fig. 2(a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Local symbolic probability function</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( s_3 )</td>
<td>( s_3 )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( s_4 )</td>
<td>( s_1 + s_2 - 2s_1 s_2 )</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( s_5 )</td>
<td>( 1 - s_3 )</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( s_6 )</td>
<td>( s_2 s_3 s_5 )</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( s_7 )</td>
<td>( s_3 + s_6 - s_3 s_6 )</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, we present the details of the symbol limitation method. We set the upper bound of the number of symbols kept in the global symbolic probability function of each node as \( K \). For each node \( v \), we calculate the PPS w.r.t. node \( v \) and each symbol existing in the global symbolic probability functions of the fanins of \( v \). Note that by the method to calculate PPS, we can see that the larger the PPS is, the more important is its contribution to the accuracy...
of the probability of the output node. Thus, we keep the top $K$ symbols with the largest PPS values and eliminate the others from the global symbolic probability function of each fanin of $v$. Finally, the updated global symbolic probability function of each fanin is substituted into the local symbolic probability function of $v$ to get its global symbolic probability function.

### 3.4 Flow of ASPPLN

**Algorithm 2:** The flow of ASPPLN.

**Input:** A logic network $Ntk$, probabilities of the PIs, the depth limit $L$, and the maximum number of symbols $K$.

**Output:** A logic network updated with each node's probability.

1. // initialize
   2. **foreach** node $n$ of $Ntk$ do initialize $n$.Symb and $n$.IFunc;
   3. **foreach** PI $Pi$ of $Ntk$ do initialize $Pi$.Prob;
   4. // derive each node's probability
   5. **foreach** node $n$ of $Ntk$ in topological order do
      6. $SubNtk ← DFS(Ntk, n, L);$  
         7. // initialize $SubNtk$'s PIs
         8. **foreach** input $i$ of $SubNtk$ do $i$.gFunc ← $i$.Symb;
         9. // initialize non-input nodes of $SubNtk$
         10. non-input node $v$ of $SubNtk$ do $v$.gFunc ← $v$.IFunc;
         11. GetRedunInputs($SubNtk$);
         12. // do symbolic probability propagation in $SubNtk$
         13. **foreach** node $v$ of $SubNtk$ in topological order do
            14. // do symbol limitation
            15. SymbolLimit($v$, $K$);
            16. // eliminate symbols according to $v$.Dom
            17. **foreach** node $d$ of $v$.Dom do
               18. $v$.gFunc $Sub(d$.Symb, $d$.Prob);
            19. // compute the output node's probability
            20. **foreach** symbol $symb$ in $SymbSet(n$.gFunc) do
               21. $SrcNode ← getNode(symb)$;
               22. $n$.Prob ← $n$.gFunc $Sub(SrcNode$.Symb, $SrcNode$.Prob);
               23. Normalize($n$.Prob);
      24. return $Ntk$;

We show the flow of ASPPLN in Algorithm 2. Its inputs include a logic network $Ntk$, the probabilities of the PIs, the depth limit $L$ for constructing the sub-network of each node for symbolic propagation, the maximum number $K$ of preserved symbols at each node during symbolic propagation.

Line 2 initializes each node's symbol and local symbolic probability function according to its logic function. Line 3 allocates the given probability to each PI. In Lines 5–23, it computes each node's probability in a topological order of $Ntk$. For each node $n$ in $Ntk$, a single-output sub-network $SubNtk$ is constructed through a reverse DFS from node $n$ with a depth limit of $L$ (Line 6). Then, a symbolic propagation is performed within the sub-network $SubNtk$ (Lines 8–18).

Before propagating symbolic functions in $SubNtk$, Line 8 initializes the global symbolic probability function $gFunc$ of each input of the sub-network as its symbol and Line 10 initializes the global symbolic probability function of each remaining node as its local symbolic probability function $IFunc$. Then, Line 11 obtains the redundant inputs for each node in $SubNtk$ by Algorithm 1. Next, we do symbolic propagation for each node $v$ of $SubNtk$ in a topological order. Line 15 does the symbol limitation for node $v$ under the upper bound $K$ as described in Section 3.3. Moreover, the redundant inputs are exploited to simplify its symbolic function (Lines 17–18). Note that in this step, as shown in Line 18, we substitute the symbol of each redundant input $d$ in the global symbolic probability function of $v$ by the probability of $d$, which has already been derived according to the topological order. After finishing the symbolic propagation within the sub-network $SubNtk$, we substitute the probabilities of the remaining symbols into the global symbolic probability function of the output node $n$ of $SubNtk$ to get the probability of $n$ (Lines 20–22). However, in the case of computing transition probabilities, the sum of the four probabilities may not equal 1 at some nodes. To obtain legal transition probabilities, Line 23 normalizes the four probabilities at each node after propagating in its sub-network so that their sum equals 1.

Next, we analyze the computation complexity of Algorithm 2. Assume that the maximum number of fanins in a network is $I$. Thus, the sub-network constructed at each node has $O(I^2)$ nodes and $O(I^2)$ inputs. Clearly, the symbol limitation process at Line 15 dominates the computation complexity of Algorithm 2. Thus, we focus on its complexity analysis. Due to the upper bound $K$ of the number of preserved symbols at each node and the maximum fanin number $I$, the complexity of the symbolic computation excluding PPS computation for each node is $O(2^{IK})$. Since the PPS computation preserves only one symbol during the partial symbolic propagation process, the complexity of the PPS computation w.r.t. one symbol and one node is proportional to the size of the sub-network, which is $O(I^2)$. The complexity of the PPS computation w.r.t. one node and all the input symbols of the network is $O(I^2) · O(I^2) = O(I^4)$. Thus, the complexity for a single call of the function $SymbolLimit$ is $O(g^{IK} + I^2K)$. Consequently, the complexity of Algorithm 2 can be derived as $O((g^{IK} + I^2K)^2|V|)$, where $|V|$ is the number of nodes in the network. Given that $I$, $L$, and $K$ are constants, ASPPLN has a linear complexity in terms of the size of the whole network.

### 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the experimental results of ASPPLN.

#### 4.1 Experimental Setup

We implement ASPPLN in C++. We use ABC [18] to parse the input circuits. All the experiments are conducted on an 8-core AMD 5800U processor running at 1.9GHz with 16GB RAM. A set of circuits from the IWLS benchmark suite [19] and the EPFL benchmark suite [20] are used. They are listed in Table 2 with their corresponding numbers of PIs (#PI), numbers of P0s (#P0), numbers of nodes (#Nodes), and numbers of levels (#Levels). We consider two estimation targets, static probability and switching activity. We implement a Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation method, accelerated by the bit-parallel technique, to derive each node’s actual static probability or switching activity. For each benchmark, at most $2^{26}$ random input patterns are generated for the bit-parallel MC simulation, after which we observe that the static probability or switching activity values can converge. Two metrics are used to measure the accuracy of a method for a circuit: maximum error and mean error, which are the maximum error and the mean error, respectively, of
the method in estimating static probability or switching activity compared to the MC simulation over all the nodes in the circuit.

Table 2: Benchmarks used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>#PI</th>
<th>#PO</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C432</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C499</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C380</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1355</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3540</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7552</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>4408</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm151a</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm163a</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C880</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C499</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C380</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1355</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3540</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7552</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>4408</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm151a</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm163a</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dalu</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2625</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32060</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of ASPPLN with DeepGate [17] on static probability estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>DeepGate</th>
<th>ASPPLN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adder</td>
<td>0.1104</td>
<td>0.0722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>0.2908</td>
<td>0.0402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>0.1058</td>
<td>0.0371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sine</td>
<td>0.0807</td>
<td>0.0448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>0.6366</td>
<td>0.3856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier</td>
<td>0.3315</td>
<td>0.2908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log2</td>
<td>0.7395</td>
<td>0.3856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The mean error under different combinations of $L$ and $K$.

As shown in Fig. 4, the mean error reduces with the parameter $L$, which is expected. Under the same $L$, the mean error also shows a decreasing trend with the parameter $K$. However, for smaller $L$s, further increasing $K$ beyond a value does not improve the accuracy. The reason is that when $K$ is large enough, it is larger than the maximum number of symbols during propagation in each sub-network. In other words, no symbols will be eliminated under this value of $K$ and thus, no improvement of accuracy happens for an even larger $K$. In Fig. 5, there is a clear increasing trend of the runtime with $L$. Under the same $L$, the runtime reduces with $K$ when $L$ is relatively small. However, when $L$ is large, the runtime reduces with $K$ initially, but it increases with $K$ later. The main reason is that the increase of $K$ leads to a longer runtime of symbolic propagation excluding the PPS computation, but meanwhile, it also reduces the number of times needed to compute PPS. Such a joint effect may lead to the overall runtime decrease with $K$. From this experimental study, we also observe that ASPPLN with $L = 3$ and $K = 10$ can lead to a short runtime and a relatively high accuracy. Thus, this combination of $L$ and $K$ is used in the following experiments.

Table 3: Comparison of ASPPLN with DeepGate [17] on static probability estimation.

4.2 Parameter Tuning

In this section, we tune the two parameters $L$ and $K$ in ASPPLN to study their influence to the accuracy and runtime of ASPPLN, such that we can better set their values. The ranges of $L$ and $K$ are $L \in \{3, 4, 5, 6\}$ and $K = 2k$ with $k \in \{0, 1, \cdots, 7\}$, respectively. Consequently, there are 32 parameter combinations in total. We test all of them and apply ASPPLN to compute the static probabilities for four circuits, Adder, Max, Bar, and Sine. We assign each PI with the static probability of 0.5. However, we remark that ASPPLN can be applied to handle arbitrary input static probabilities. We show the average of the mean errors of the four circuits under each parameter combination in Fig. 4. Moreover, the average of their runtime under each parameter combination is shown in Fig. 5, where the Time axis is in the logarithmic scale.

Figure 5: The runtime under different combinations of $L$ and $K$.

4.3 Performance of ASPPLN in Static Probability Estimation

In this section, we study the performance of ASPPLN in static probability estimation. We compare it with a state-of-the-art GNN-based method, DeepGate [17]. We assign each PI with the static probability of 0.5. As DeepGate only supports AND-inverter graph (AIG), we only do comparison over the last seven circuits in Table 2 from the EPFL benchmark suite, whose initial formats are AIG.

Table 3 compares ASPPLN and DeepGate in terms of maximum error (Max), mean error (Mean), and runtime. The last row of the table shows the average of the seven circuits. For each circuit, we highlight the smallest maximum error, mean error, and runtime in bold. We can see that although the state-of-the-art GNN-based method, DeepGate, achieves smaller maximum error and mean error for a few circuits, on average, ASPPLN outperforms DeepGate on both maximum error and mean error with a reduction of 6.77%.
which is because some nodes in the two circuits have a large number of redundant inputs and (ii) symbol limitation according to PPS. The reason is that our PPS-based symbol limitation technique can lead to a smaller accuracy reduction. On average, ASPPLN has a relative 19.14% and 14.80% reduction in maximum error over the methods in [8] and [11], respectively. ASPPLN also shows the efficiency of ASPPLN: it is on average 2.9× faster than the methods in [8] and [11], respectively. Moreover, the comparison in runtime shows the efficiency of ASPPLN: it is on average 29.1× and 7.9× faster than the methods in [8] and [11], respectively. It is also 13.7× faster than the bit-parallel MC simulation method.

### 5 CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose ASPPLN, a novel approach for accelerating symbolic probability propagation in a logic network. It consists of two acceleration techniques: (i) symbolic function simplification by redundant inputs and (ii) symbol limitation according to PPS. ASPPLN has a linear complexity with the size of the logic network. It outperforms several existing works on symbolic probability propagation in terms of runtime, while offering a better accuracy in probability estimation.
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